Ideal agents sharing (some!) knowledge
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Abstract. A well-known framework by Fagin, Halpern, Moses and Vardi models knowledge-based agents as “Interpreted Systems”. In this paper we analyse a particular class of interpreted systems, which we call hypercube systems, that share information among themselves. Hypercube systems arise by taking the full Cartesian product of the state space of interpreted systems. We analyse hypercube systems by taking their semantically equivalent Kripke frames and we present a sound and complete axiomatisation for them. The logic thus obtained, which we study in some detail, is a proper extension of the system \(S_5\), commonly studied for modelling knowledge for a community of ideal agents.

1 INTRODUCTION

The need for specifications of complex systems in AI, as in mainstream computer science, has brought forward the use of logic as formal tool for reasoning and proving properties about systems. In this respect, Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) constitute no exception and in the last thirty years many logics for modelling MAS have been proposed.

The design of a knowledge based agent is a central issue in agent theory, as knowledge is a key property of any intelligent system. Arguably the most successful approach is the modal logic \(S_5\), which has been used in Distributed Computing Theory by Halpern and Moses (see for example [8]), and others. \(S_5\) is the generalisation to a multi-agent scenario of the logic \(S5\) which was originally proposed by Hintikka ([9]) in Philosophical Logic.

The logic \(S_5\) models a community of ideal knowledge agents. Ideal knowledge agents have, among others, the properties of veridical knowledge (everything they know is true), positive introspection (they know what they know) and negative introspection (they know what they do not know). The modal logic \(S_5\) (see for example [10] and [5]) can be axiomatised by taking all the propositional tautologies; the schemas of axioms \(\square_i(\phi \rightarrow \psi) \Rightarrow \square_i \phi \rightarrow \square_i \psi\), \(\square_i \phi \Rightarrow \square_i \phi\), \(\square_i \phi \Rightarrow \square_i \square_j \phi\), where \(i \in A\) represents an agent in the set of agents \(A = \{1, \ldots, n\}\); and the inference rules Modus Ponens and Necessitation.

The logic \(S_5\) has also been extended to deal with properties that arise when we investigate the state of knowledge of the group. Subtle concepts like common knowledge and distributed knowledge have been very well investigated ([2]).\(^1\)
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The logic \(S_5\) is a successful tool for the agent theorist also because, even in its extensions to common knowledge and distributed knowledge, it has important meta-properties like closure under substitution, completeness and decidability (see for example [15]).

Notwithstanding this, there are some issues that epistemic theories based on \(S_5\), still do not address. One of the weaknesses of \(S_5\) is that all agents have equal status; the logic treats them in a uniform way. This is counterintuitive to the needs of AI, in which interesting scenarios arise when the agents are conceptually different. For example, consider a distributed system composed by a group of agents \(A = \{1, \ldots, n\}\) and the two following situations:

One agent knowing everything the others know. An agent \(j\) is the central processing unit of a distributed system of agents whose non-specialised entities transmit their knowledge to a central unit \(j\).

Linear order in agents’ private knowledge. Several processes with the same information at disposal but different computational power are running the same program. Under certain assumptions, it is reasonable to assume that the knowledge of the agents, seen as knowledge bases, increases with the order of computational power at disposal.

These and similar scenarios can still be modelled by extensions of \(S_5\) in which interaction axioms are imposed. The first example of the description above can be modelled by the logic \(S_5\) plus the axiom schema

\[ \square_i \phi \Rightarrow \square_j \phi, \forall i \in A. \]

The second scenario can be described by assuming an order on the set of agents \(A = \{1, \ldots, n\}\), reflecting their increasing computational power, and by taking \(S_5\) plus the axiom:

\[ \square_i \phi \Rightarrow \square_j \phi, \text{ with } i \leq j. \]

These are just two isolated examples but there is actually a broad spectrum of possible specifications on how private states of knowledge are affected by other agents’ knowledge. At one end of the spectrum we have the system \(S5\) in which all the knowledge bases are effectively equivalent. This can be modelled by taking an extension of \(S_5\) in which the axiom

\[ \square_i \phi \Leftrightarrow \square_j \phi, \forall i, j \in A \]

holds. This is a very strong constraint. At the other end of the spectrum is simply \(S5\), in which the only interesting interaction appears to be:

\[ \vdash_{S_5} \square_i \phi \Rightarrow \square_j \phi. \]
The formula above states that agents cannot rule out the possibility of a fact known by another agent. This is not surprising once we remember that all the known facts must be true at the real world. Quite surprisingly little work has been done to analyse systematically such interaction schemas - the only exceptions to this that we are aware of are [3], and [1] in which a limited class of interactions between the agents is proposed.

In this paper we isolate and study a special class of interpreted systems that can be modelled by an extension of $SS_n$ that falls into the above described spectrum. The systems we investigate, that we call hypercubes or simply hypercubes, are defined by taking not an arbitrary subset (as interpreted systems are defined) but the full Cartesian product of the local states for the agents. We show that hypercubes not only satisfy the usual properties of veridical knowledge and complete introspection, but also an interesting interaction property: these agents do not rule out conjunctions of facts that are known by some other agent or considered possible by some agent to be known by some other agent. In this way, they share some knowledge among other agents in the community.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we recall the two standard semantics for MAS (Kripke models and interpreted systems), and we discuss hypercube systems. In Section 3 we present a sound and complete axiomatisation for the hypercubes. In Section 4 we explore this resulting logic and we provide an alternate axiomatisation which is more intuitive in terms of MAS. In Section 5 we draw our conclusions and we suggest further work.

This is technical paper - the reader is assumed to be familiar with the notation and the standard techniques of modal logic. Excellent introductions to the subject are [10] and [3]. The reader is also referred to [13] for the proofs of the results presented in this paper.

2 HYPERCUBE SYSTEMS

As far as logics for knowledge are concerned, two semantic treatments are available: interpreted systems and Kripke models. The two approaches have different advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, interpreted systems are more intuitive to model real MAS, on the other hand Kripke models come with an heritage of fundamental techniques that help the user prove properties about her specification.

We briefly remind the key definitions of Kripke frames, interpreted systems and we define hypercube systems.

2.1 Kripke models

Kripke models ([12]) have been first formally proposed in Philosophical Logic and later used in Logic for AI as semantic structures for logics for belief, logics for knowledge, temporal logics, logics for actions, etc., all of which are modal logics. Over the last thirty years, many formal techniques have been developed for the study of modal logics grounded on Kripke semantics, such as completeness proofs via canonical models, decidability via the finite model property [10], and more recently, techniques for combining logics [11, 4].

The epistemic logic $SS_n$ is based on the notion of equivalence frame.

Definition 2.1 (Frames) A frame is a tuple $F = (W, R_1, \ldots, R_n)$, where $W$ is a non-empty set and for every $i$ in $A$, $R_i$ is a relation in $W \times W$. Elements of $W$ are called worlds and are denoted as $w_1, w_2, \ldots$. If all relations are equivalence relations, the frame is an equivalence frame and we write $\sim_i$ for $R_i$. $F$ denotes the class of equivalence frames.

(In the following we will denote by $id_W$ the identity relation on $W$.)

2.2 Interpreted systems

Interpreted systems have first been proposed by Fagin, Halpern, Moses and Vardi [7] to model distributed systems. The growing interest in MAS and their specifications has brought forward the concept of interpreted system as useful formal tool to model key characteristics of the agents, such as the evolution of their knowledge, communication, etc. This work has culminated in the publication of [2] and [6] in which the authors use the notion of interpreted system to explore systematically fundamental classes of MAS (such as synchronous, asynchronous, with perfect recall ability, etc.) by the use of interpreted systems.

Interpreted systems can be defined as follows ([2]). Consider $n$ sets of local states, one for every agent of the MAS, and a set of states for the environment.

Definition 2.2 (Global states of interpreted systems) A set of global states for an interpreted system is a subset of the Cartesian product $S \subseteq L_1 \times \cdots \times L_n$, where $L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_n$ are non-empty sets. The set $L_i$ represents the local states possible for agent $i$ and $L_e$ represents the possible states of the environment.

A global state represents the situation of all the agents and of the environment at a particular instant of time. The idea behind considering a subset is that some of the tuples that originate from the Cartesian product might not be possible because of explicit constraints present in the MAS. By considering functions (runs) from the natural numbers to the set of global states, it is possible to represent the temporal evolution of the system. An interpreted system is a set of functions on the global states with a valuation for the atoms of the language. Since here we carry out an analysis of the static properties of knowledge, we will not consider runs explicitly.

As it is shown in [2], interpreted systems can represent the knowledge of the MAS by considering two global states to be indistinguishable for an agent if its local state is the same in the two global states. Thus, a set of global states $S$ denotes the Kripke frame $F = (W, \sim_1, \ldots, \sim_n)$, if $W = S$, and $(l_1, \ldots, l_n) \sim_i (l'_1, \ldots, l'_n)$, if $l_i = l'_i, i \in A$.

2.3 Hypercube systems

Given $n$ sets of local states for the agents of the MAS, the interpreted systems we analyse in this paper and that we call hypercube systems or hypercubes, result by considering the admissible state space of the MAS to be described by the full Cartesian product of its sets of local states. This means that every global state is in principle possible, i.e. there are no mutually exclusive configurations between local states.
these cases the state space of the system is the whole full Cartesian product of the sets of local states for the agents\(^2\).

With hypercubes we are imposing a further simplification on the notion presented in Definition 2.2: in the tuples representing the configuration of the system we do not consider a slot for the environment. While we will later observe that this restriction is not relevant in terms of the resulting interaction of private knowledge within the community, the following is worth pointing out. The presence of the environment in the notion of Fagin et al. is motivated in order to keep track of the changes in the system and in general to represent everything that cannot be captured by the local states of the single agents (most importantly messages in transit, etc.). By neglecting the dimension of the environment or, which comes to be the same thing, by treating it as a constant, we are projecting the notion of Fagin et al. of a time-dependent interpreted system to the product of its local states. Since we are focusing on a static case, in a way we can see this restriction as fixing the environment at the time in analysis, and investigate the possible configurations of the states of the agents. We now formally define hypercube systems.

**Definition 2.3 (Hypercube systems)** A hypercube system, or hypercube, is a Cartesian product \(H = L_1 \times \cdots \times L_n\), where \(L_1, \ldots, L_n\) are non-empty sets. The set \(L_i\) represents the local states possible for agent \(i\). Elements of a local state \(L\) will be indicated with \(l_1, l_2, \ldots\). The class of hypercube systems is denoted by \(H\).

Semantic structures which can be described by full Cartesian product can be proven to be semantically equivalent to particular Kripke frames, as it is shown in [14]. This particular class of frames is the following:

**Definition 2.4** Let \(G\) be the class of equivalence frames that satisfy properties:

1. \(\bigcap_{i \in A} \sim_i \triangleq \text{id}_W\);  
2. For any \(w_1, \ldots, w_n\) in \(W\) there exists a \(w\) such that \(w \sim_i w_i, i = 1, \ldots, n\).

We have the following result ([14]):

**Theorem 1** For all \(\phi\), \(H \models \phi\) if and only if \(G \models \phi\).

Theorem 1 shows that hypercube systems are semantically equivalent to equivalence frames with properties as in Definition 2.4, and therefore an axiomatisation of the latter is also an axiomatisation of the former. In the next section we provide such an axiomatisation.

3 AXIOMATISATION OF HYPERCUBE SYSTEMS

In this section we aim to axiomatise the class of hypercube systems by axiomatising the class \(G\) of frames.

We start by looking at the first property of Definition 2.4. By denoting with \(D_A\) the distributed knowledge of the group \(A\) of agents as it is defined in [2], we can prove the following:

**Lemma 3.1** Consider an equivalence frame \(F = (W, \sim_1, \ldots, \sim_n)\): \(\bigcap_{i \in A} \sim_i = \text{id}_W\) if and only if \(F \models \phi \iff D_A \phi\).

The previous Lemma is a surprising result: in the hypercubes the notion of distributed knowledge collapses to the truth of the formula. This follows from our simplification to consider global states that do not represent the environment. Notwithstanding this, the same result would have been achieved had we considered a MAS whose environment is constant, i.e. set of states for the environment composed by a singleton.

From now on we shall focus on a language that does not include a modal operator for distributed knowledge. Since the operator of distributed knowledge cannot be rewritten in terms of standard knowledge operators, in the following we will not be able to distinguish between extensions of \(S5_n\) that satisfy property 1 and the ones which do not.

Property 2 of Definition 2.4 is more difficult to analyse. We begin by noting the following:

**Lemma 3.2** If \(F\) is a frame such that, \(\forall w_1, \ldots, w_n, \exists w\) such that \(\boxplus_{i=1}^n w_i, i = 1, \ldots, n\), then \(F \models \phi \iff \square_i \phi \iff \square_j \phi\), where \(i \neq j\).

Lemma 3.2 says that the agents described by hypercubes have the property that if agent \(i\) considers possible that agent \(j\) knows \(\phi\), then agent \(j\) knows that agent \(i\) considers \(\phi\) to be possible. This is a constraint on the agents’ knowledge because it implies that two agents \(i\) and \(j\) cannot be in a situation in which \(i\) considers that \(j\) might know a fact and \(j\) considers that \(i\) might know the negation of the same fact. We also notice that the formula expressed in Lemma 3.2 is not provable in \(S5_n\). To see this, consider the following \(S5_n\) counter-model (at \(w_1\)) for \(\forall\square_2 \phi \iff \square_3 \forall \phi\), in which we do not indicate the reflexive relations:

\[M = (\{w_1, w_2, w_3\}, \{w_1, w_2, w_1 \sim_2 w_3\}, \pi(p) = \{w_1, w_2\})\]

So, intuitively, the axiomatisation of the hypercube systems will have to be an extension of \(S5_n\).

To understand better the property and its impact on the logic we need to proceed formally.

We call \(n\)-directedness (\(nD\)) property 2 of Definition 2.4.

**Definition 3.1** (\(nD\)) A frame \((W, R_e)\) is \(n\)-Directed (\(nD\)) if \(\forall w_1, \ldots, w_n, \exists w\) such that \(\boxplus w_i, i = 1, \ldots, n\).

Since property 1 of Definition 2.4 cannot be captured by the standard modal boxes, our aim is just to axiomatise \(nD\) equivalence frames. Using the standard \(S5_n\) language, an axiomatisation for \(nD\) equivalence frames is also complete with respect to \(nD\) equivalence frames that satisfy property 1.

We know equivalence frames can be axiomatised by \(S5_n\). The usual way to axiomatise a class of frames is to work out the correspondent axioms and try to prove completeness for that axiomatisation.

Unfortunately we note the following:

**Lemma 3.3** No modal formula corresponds to \(n\)-directedness.

To find a correspondence result, we need to look at a weaker property. In the following \(P_i\) is the set of all the permutations of \(\{1, \ldots, n\}\), without fixed-points, i.e. if \((x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in P_i\), then \(x_i \neq i\).
Definition 3.2 (nWD) A frame $F = (W, R_i)$ is n-weakly-directed (nWD) if $\forall w, w_1, \ldots, w_n \in W$, such that $w R_i w_i, i = 1, \ldots, n$, and $\forall (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in P_n$, $\exists \omega$ such that $w_i R_{\omega_i} \omega$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$.

When $n$ is clear from the context we just use our nWD just as WD. The property nWD for $n = 2$ was discussed in [16] and [1]: nWD is a generalisation of it.

It is immediate to note that:

Lemma 3.4 If a frame is directed then it is weakly-directed.

We analyse extensions of $S_5^n$ with respect to the axiom:

$$\forall (\Diamond x_1 p_1 \land \cdots \land \Diamond x_{n-1} p_{n-1}) \Rightarrow \Box_n \Diamond x_n (\Lambda_{i=1}^{n-1} p_i)$$

We have the correspondence result:

Lemma 3.5 $F \models WD$ if and only if $F$ is weakly-directed.

It is now possible to prove completeness:

Theorem 2 The logic $S_5^n WD$ is sound and complete with respect to the class of reflexive, symmetric, transitive and WD frames.

As it is shown in [13], by means of a few laborious lemmas it is possible to strengthen Theorem 2 and prove the following:

Theorem 3 The logic $S_5^n WD$ is sound and complete with respect to the class of reflexive, symmetric, transitive and directed frames.

Theorem 3 and Theorem 1 provide the axiomatisation of the hypercube systems in a multi-modal language.

4 THE LOGIC $S_5^n WD$

In this section we try to explore the logic $S_5^n WD$. In particular we present an equivalent formulation that can be interpreted more easily in terms of knowledge agents.

Let us start by analysing the type of constraint imposed by WD on the community of agents in the case $n = 2$:

$$\Diamond_1 \square_2 p \Rightarrow \square_2 \Diamond_1 p$$

2WD

We do not need to make the other conjunct explicit, as this can be obtained by taking the contrapositive of 2WD.

2WD can be read as “If it is conceivable for agent 1 that agent 2 knows the fact $p$, then agent 2 knows that $p$ is conceivable for agent 1”. In other words, we are ruling out a situation in which agent 1 considers possible that agent 2 knows $p$, while agent 2 considers possible that agent 1 knows not $p$. We can say that 2WD imposes a sort of homogeneity on the knowledge considered possible by other agents.

It is interesting to note that this constraint is logically equivalent to instantaneous message passing of possible knowledge of other agents. To see this, suppose that every time an agent considers possible that the other agent knows $p$, it broadcasts this information state, and this message is always safely received by the other agent. We also consider the communication to be always truthful. We have the axiom:

$$(\Diamond_1 \square_2 p \Rightarrow \square_2 \Diamond_1 p) \land (\Diamond_2 \square_1 q \Rightarrow \square_1 \Diamond_2 q)$$

2WD

In $S_5^n$, we have the following:

Lemma 4.1 $\vdash S_5^n 2WD \iff 2WD'$

So, in the case of $n = 2$, the logic $S_5^n WD$ specifies ideal agents of knowledge with an interaction between the two agents’ knowledge that can be simulated by truthful communication of possible knowledge between the agents.

Let us now analyse the case $n = 3$. We have:

$$(\Diamond_1 \square_2 p_1 \land \Diamond_1 \square_3 p_2) \Rightarrow \Box_3 \Diamond_1 (p_1 \land p_2)$$

3WD

The reading of the first conjunct of 3WD is “If it is conceivable for agent 1 that agent 2 knows $p_1$ and it is conceivable for agent 2 that agent 3 knows $p_2$, then agent 3 knows that $p_1$ and $p_2$ is conceivable for agent 1”.

Considering the first conjunct with the special cases of $p_2 = T$, $p_1 = T$, $p_2 = \neg p_1$, it can be checked that 3WD implies the formulas: $\Diamond_1 \square_2 p_1 \Rightarrow \Box_3 \Diamond_1 p_1$, $\Diamond_2 \square_3 p_2 \Rightarrow \Box_3 \Diamond_2 p_2$, and $\Diamond_1 \square_2 p_2 \Rightarrow \Box_3 \Diamond_2 p_2$. More generally, it is easy to see that 3WD implies $\Diamond_i \square_j p_i \Rightarrow \Box_k \Diamond_j p_i$ ($i, j, k, l \in \{1, 2, 3\}$), that may be rewritten in the shape of 2WD’.

Notwithstanding this, the intuition is that 3WD is stronger than the simple conjunction of all these formulas. In fact, the semantic condition on the frames that corresponds to $\Diamond_i \square_j p_i \Rightarrow \Box_k \Diamond_j p_i$ is $\forall w, w_1, w_2$ such that $w R_i w_1$ and $w R_k w_2$, $\exists \omega$ such that $w_i R_{\omega_i} \omega$, and $w R_{\omega_i} \omega$. This condition appears to be weaker than 3WD, that corresponds to 3WD, and so it is reasonable to expect $\vdash S_5^n (\Lambda_{i, j, k, l} (1, 2, 3)) \Diamond_i \square_j p_i \Rightarrow \Box_k \Diamond_j p_i \Rightarrow 3WD$. In other words, it is unlikely that we can see the constraint imposed by 3WD on the private knowledge of the agents as the result of a relatively simple message passing activity among the agents.

If we consider the case for arbitrary $n$, it is indeed quite hard to have a clear picture of the constraint imposed by the axiom WD, still this does impose a constraint on the information they possess. To understand better the implications of the logic $S_5^n WD$ we axiomatise it in a slightly different way. Here we only sketch how this can be done and we refer to [13] for a technical presentation of the matter.

In Definition 3.2 we considered $P_n$ to be the set of all the permutations $(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ without fixed-points $x_i = i$. But it is possible to extend the results of the previous section and prove correspondance and completeness for the case of arbitrary permutations. It can then be observed that any permutation can be obtained by a sequence of swaps between two elements. By exploiting this observation it is possible to define a logic which is still equivalent to $S_5^n WD$, and therefore complete with respect to the same class of frames, but whose interaction axiom can more easily be understood in terms of knowledge.

The logic in question, that we call $S_5^n WD'$, is $S_5^n$ enriched by the following axiom:

$$\forall i, j, k, l \leq n, \forall 1 \leq i, j, k, l \leq n \land i \neq j, i \neq k, i \neq l \Rightarrow (\Diamond_i p_i \land \Diamond_j \square_k p_j \land \Diamond_i \square_j p_k \Rightarrow \Diamond_l (\Lambda_{i=1}^{n-1} p_i))$$

$\text{WD}^*$

Theorem 4 The logic $S_5^n WD^*$ is equivalent to $S_5^n WD$ and therefore sound and complete with respect to the class of reflexive, symmetric, transitive and WD frames.
Theorem 4 permits us to reason about hypercubes by considering the logic $S5_n WD$. The advantage of $WD$ over $WD$ is that its meaning is more immediate in terms of the knowledge of the agents. In fact, axiom $WD$ specifies a class of knowledge agents with the following property:

**Observation 4.1 (Knowledge sharing in hypercubes)**

Let $A = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ be a community of agents modelled by a hypercube and consider any three agents, $j, k, l$. Then agent $l$ thinks that the conjunction of

- anything that $j$ thinks may be known by $k$,
- anything that $k$ thinks may be known by $j$,
- anything known by any other agent,

is possible.

MAS modelled by hypercube systems share knowledge among themselves following Observation 4.1. They have full introspection capabilities and veridical knowledge, but they also consider possible facts known by some agents, or regarded by some agent to be possibly known by some other agent. Observation 4.1 specifies how private knowledge is shared in such community of agents. Note how the symmetry of the act of broadcasting is reflected in the symmetry of the interaction axiom.

## 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper we have formally investigated hypercube systems, a particular class of interpreted systems that arises by considering the full Cartesian product of the local states. We have argued that hypercubes model interpreted systems with no a priori constraints on their possible configurations. Thanks to a result that relates interpreted systems to Kripke frames, in order to axiomatise hypercubes we have analysed their images in a particular class of equivalence Kripke frames.

On the conceptual level the paper tries to offer two different contributions.

First, we have motivated that epistemic logics for MAS need to address the issue of interaction among agents' knowledge. We hope that in the near future $S5_n WD$ will be just one of the formal options available in the literature and that, thanks to more examples, a systematic study of types of interactions can be carried out.

Second, we have analysed the interesting class of $n$D equivalence frames. The variation of the canonical model technique we used to prove completeness heavily relies on the frames being reflexive, symmetric and transitive, properties guaranteed by the fact that we were analysing extensions of $S5_n$. The question is whether it is possible to prove similar results for weaker logics, such as $S4_n$, whose agents differently from $S5_n$ do not have negative introspection capabilities. In the future we will also analyse completeness for $S5_n WD(\phi \leftrightarrow D_4 \phi)$ with respect to equivalence frames with properties 1 and 2 of Definition 2.4, and we will try to prove decidability of $S5_n WD$ through finite model property.

Hypercubes seem to be related to a special class of agents broadcasting information on a channel and this issue will be investigated shortly. In such a case the symmetry of the act of broadcasting would be reflected in the symmetry of the interaction axiom $WD$. Future work also include an analysis of common knowledge in hypercube systems.
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